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Effective conductivities of heterogeneous media containing multiple inclusions with various

spatial distributions
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A scheme is proposed for predicting the effective conductivities of heterogeneous media containing ellip-

soidal inclusions of diverse shapes, spatial distributions, and orientations. This scheme yields explicit expres-

sions for the effective conductivity tensor in terms of three microstructural parameters that characterize the

shape, distribution, and orientation of the inclusions. By expanding the effective conductivity tensor in terms of

the volume fraction of the inclusions, it is found that the effect of the shape of the distribution ellipsoid on the

effective conductivity tensor is of a higher order in the volume fraction than the effect of the shape of the

inclusions. The scheme proposed here generalizes the Maxwell formula to heterogeneous media containing

multiple inclusions while also taking into account the orientation of the inclusions. Thus, the existing formulas

in the literature are special cases of the general formulas given by the present scheme. The predicted effective

conductivities of heterogeneous media containing aligned ellipsoidal inclusions, randomly oriented ellipsoidal

inclusions, spheroidal inclusions with orientational distributions, and mixtures of cavities and cracks are found

to agree well with the experimental results and the results of other schemes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.174203 PACS number�s�: 44.10.�i, 77.84.Lf, 72.80.Tm, 05.60.Cd

I. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the physical properties �e.g., the dielec-

tric constant, the thermal or electrical conductivity, and the

effective elastic constants, etc.� of heterogeneous media has

been the subject of scientific and engineering interest span-

ning more than a century. It has attracted the attention of

such luminaries as Maxwell, Rayleigh, and Einstein.1–3

Many predictive schemes have been well documented.4–10

Among these schemes, the Maxwell formula1 for the conduc-

tivity of a heterogeneous medium containing a very dilute

suspension of spheres is the earliest and most well-known

one. Since then, the corresponding formulas for the conduc-

tivities of media containing ellipsoids11 and parallel circular

cylinders12 have been developed. In the current literature, the

Maxwell formula for spheres and Fricke’s expressions for

ellipsoids are the results of the so-called Maxwell-Garnett

effective medium theory.13 These results hold for very low

volume fractions of the dispersed constituents. Recently,

Giordano14 predicted the effective permittivities of two-

phase heterogeneous media containing aligned or randomly

oriented ellipsoidal inclusions by using the Maxwell formula

for ellipsoids and Bruggeman’s scheme.15 However, the re-

sults of Giordano14 only apply to two-phase heterogeneous

media, and the results are implicit. Shafiro and Kachanov16

predicted the anisotropic effective conductivity of a medium

with nonrandomly oriented ellipsoidal inclusions and ana-

lyzed the effect of the orientation of inclusions on the effec-

tive conductivity. Their results only apply to very dilute con-

centrations of inclusions and they did not consider the effect

of the distribution of inclusions. Therefore, although Max-

well’s theory has been extended to two-phase heterogeneous

media with ellipsoidal inclusions,11,14 it is not yet available

for heterogeneous media containing multiple inclusions, nor

has any consideration been given to the orientation of the

inclusions, especially at nondilute concentrations.
The conduction properties of heterogeneous media de-

pend strongly on their microstructures. Ideally, a predictive
scheme should employ general microstructural information

to make accurate property predictions. Hashin and

Shtrikman17 gave the lower and upper bounds on the effec-

tive conductivity of a multiphase heterogeneous medium by

introducing a homogeneous comparison material. The

Hashin-Shtrikman bounds rely only on the properties and

volume fractions of the constituents of a heterogeneous me-

dium. With increased microstructural information, e.g., tak-

ing into account the information on the relative inclusion

location distribution to include point-to-point correlations of

order higher than two, the bounds on the effective conduc-

tivity can be narrowed, increasing further the precision of the

prediction they provide.8,10,18

Generally, the effective properties of a heterogeneous me-

dium are affected by three factors, namely, the locations

�spatial distribution�, the orientations, and the shapes of in-

clusions. Some researchers have studied the effect of one or

two of these three factors on the effective conductivities. For

example, the effect of the shape of the inclusions on the

effective dielectric constants and optical properties of hetero-

geneous media has been studied.19–21 Willis22 predicted the

effective conductivities of heterogeneous media by taking

into account inclusion shape and spatial distribution jointly

through an integral of two-point correlation functions of the

medium, but the two ellipsoids describing the inclusion

shape and the spatial distribution have to be identically

shaped and aligned. To the authors’ knowledge, at present,

there is no scheme available to predict the joint effect of the

above three factors on the effective conductivities of hetero-

geneous media.

In this paper, we use a variational principle based on ho-

mogeneous comparison materials to propose a scheme for
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predicting the effective conductivities of ergodic �statistically

homogeneous media� heterogeneous media containing mul-

tiple inclusions. This scheme can predict the effective con-

ductivity of heterogeneous media containing ellipsoidal in-

clusions of diverse shapes and orientations whose centers are

distributed with ellipsoidal symmetry. The asymptotic expan-

sions of the resulting effective conductivity tensor in terms

of the volume fraction of the inclusions show that the shape

of the inclusions affects the effective conductivity through

the first order of the volume fraction, but the shape of the

distribution ellipsoid affects the effective conductivity

through the second order. If the terms higher than the first

order in the volume fraction are neglected, the present

scheme reduces to the dilute solution of Shafiro and

Kachanov.16 The formulas so obtained can be regarded as the

generalization of the Maxwell formula to media containing

multiple inclusions that take into account the effect of the

orientation of the inclusions. The present scheme has two

distinguishing features: it takes into account the distribution

of the inclusions in the heterogeneous media, and the result-

ing formulas are completely explicit and easy to use; for

two-phase heterogeneous media containing aligned ellipsoi-

dal inclusions or randomly oriented ellipsoidal inclusions,

while the numerical predictions of the present scheme are

very close to those of Giordano,14 the predictive formulas are

explicit and concise.

II. BASIC FORMULATION

As pointed out by Hashin and Shtrikman,17 the problems

of the prediction of the effective magnetic permeability, di-

electric constant, electrical conductivity, thermal conductiv-

ity, and diffusivity of heterogeneous media are mathemati-

cally analogous. Thus, we consider an electrical conduction

problem of a heterogeneous medium. For a representative

volume element �RVE� of an ergodic heterogeneous medium

with volume V, let q�x� denote the local flux at position x,

H�x� denote the local intensity field, and ��x� the potential

field. The local flux and intensity fields within V can be

obtained by solving the so-called local problem described by

the following basic equations:

� · q�x� = 0, � � H�x� = 0, H�x� = − ���x� ,

q�x� = ��x� · H�x� or H�x� = ��x� · q�x� , �1�

where ��x� and ��x� are the second-order conductivity and

resistivity tensors, respectively. Generally, two kinds of

boundary conditions are considered on the boundary �V of

the RVE,

��x� = − H0 · x or q�x� · M�x� = q0 · M�x� , �2�

where H0 and q0 are the constant intensity and flux, respec-

tively, and M�x� is the unit vector normal to the boundary

�V.

Assume that the heterogeneous medium is made up of N

homogeneous phases with volumes V�r� �r=1, . . . ,N�, whose

distributions are defined by characteristic functions ��r��x�
�equal to 1 if x is in phase r and 0 otherwise�. The local

conduction properties of the linear heterogeneous medium

are described by its conductivity and resistivity tensors:

��x� = �
r=1

N

��r��x���r�, ��x� = �
r=1

N

��r��x���r�. �3�

Let �·��r� and �·� denote spatial averages over V�r� and V,

respectively, e.g.,

�H��r� =
1

V�r��
V�r�

H�x�dx,

�H� =
1

V
�

V

H�x�dx = �
r=1

N

f �r��H��r�, �4�

where f �r�= ���r�� is the volume fraction of phase r. Under the

two kinds of boundary conditions in Eq. �2�, the average

intensity and flux fields of the RVE are

�H� = H0 = �
r=1

N

f �r��H��r�, �q� = q0 = �
r=1

N

f �r��q��r�. �5�

The energy dissipated per unit volume in a linear homoge-

neous medium is a non-negative quantity proportional to the

inner product of the intensity and flux fields, i.e., W�x�
=

1

2
H�x� ·q�x��0.10 It is common to refer to W�x� simply as

the “microscopic energy.” Equation �1� shows that the micro-

scopic energy is a positive definite quadratic form in either

the intensity or the flux, i.e.,

WH�x,H� =
1

2H�x� · ��x� · H�x�

or

Wq�x,q� =
1

2q�x� · ��x� · q�x� . �6�

The effective conduction property of the heterogeneous me-

dium is determined by its effective energy function10

W̃H�H0� = min
H�AU

1

V
�

V

WH�x,H�dV

or

W̃q�q0� = min
q�AL

1

V
�

V

Wq�x,q�dV �7�

where AU and AL are trial intensity and flux fields defined by

the following sets:10

AU = �ergodic H: � � H = 0, �H� = H0�

or

AL = �ergodic q: � · q = 0, �q� = q0� . �8�

Because of the linearity, the effective conductivity and

resistivity tensors �̄ and �̄ of the heterogeneous medium are

defined by the following relations:

�W̃H��H��
��H�

= �̄ · �H� or
�W̃q��q��

��q�
= �̄ · �q� . �9�
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III. EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITIES

Hashin and Shtrikman17 introduced a variational proce-

dure to estimate the effective conductivity tensors of hetero-

geneous media with statistically isotropic microstructures.

The Hashin-Shtrikman variational principles are an alterative

representation of the effective energy of the heterogeneous

medium in terms of suitably chosen polarization fields rela-

tive to a homogeneous comparison material for the conduc-

tion problem, and rigorous upper and lower bounds for the

effective conductivity tensor are obtained by choosing the

conductivity of the comparison material to be equal to the

maximum and minimum conductivity tensors of the phases,

respectively.17 A generalization of the Hashin-Shtrikman

variational principle in various contexts was provided by

several authors over the years for the conduction and elastic-

ity problems.22–24 For example, Milton and Kohn23 obtained

the bounds on the effective conductivity of an anisotropic

composite consisting of an arbitrary number of possibly an-

isotropic phases, and the bounds on effective elastic moduli

of an anisotropic mixture of two well-ordered isotropic ma-

terials. Ponte Castañeda and Willis24 proposed an approach

for predicting the effective elastic moduli of heterogeneous

media, in which the spatial distribution and the shape of the

inclusions are separated. In this approach, both the inclusions

and their distribution are taken to be ellipsoidal. Thus the

effective elastic moduli of the heterogeneous media which

are in the form of explicit expressions are dependent on two

ellipsoids with independent shapes, one characterizing the

shape of the inclusions and the other their distribution func-

tion. In the following, we will obtain an estimate of the ef-

fective conductivities of heterogeneous media containing

multiple inclusions with various spatial distributions and ori-

entations based on the method of Ponte Castañeda and Willis

for the elasticity problem.24

A. Variational principle based on a homogeneous comparison

medium

Consider an ergodic heterogeneous medium with effective

conductivity tensor �̄ and a homogeneous comparison mate-

rial �of the same shape and size� with a uniform conductivity

tensor ��0�. Let the local flux polarization field � be defined

by

� = q − ��0� · H, H � AU. �10�

Let W
H

�0��= 1

2
H ·��0� ·H� be the energy associated with the

comparison material of uniform conductivity tensor ��0�, and

assume that ��0��min���r��. In this way, H · ���0�−��r�� ·H

�0 for all H�0 �r=1, . . . ,N�. In analogy with the elasticity

problem,25 the definition of the Legendre transform for the

conduction problem gives

�WH − WH
�0��*�x,�� = max

H�AU

�� · H − 	WH�x,H� − WH
�0��H�
� .

�11�

From the above equation it follows that

WH�x,H� � WH
�0��H� + � · H − �WH − WH

�0��*�x,�� . �12�

Substituting Eq. �12� into Eq. �7� gives

W̃H�H0� � min
H�AU

�WH
�0��H� + � · H − �WH − WH

�0��*�x,��� .

�13�

A dual variational principle can be obtained from the second

expression of Eq. �7� in terms of intensity polarization tensor.

For brevity, we do not reproduce the corresponding proce-

dure and results.

For any chosen polarization field � given in Eq. �10�, the

intensity field H that attains the minimum of Eq. �13� satis-

fies � · ���0� ·H�=−� ·��H�AU�. Then, making use of the

Green’s function G�0� in the domain V, it follows that22

H = H0 − ��0�� �H � AU� , �14�

where ��0� is the linear integral operator defined by22

��0�� = �
V

��0��x,x�� · 	��x�� − ���
dV� �15�

whose kernel is related to the Green’s function G�0� in the

domain V by

�ij
�0� = G,ij

�0��x� , �16�

where ��� in Eq. �15� denotes the spatial average of � over V.

Generally, the flux polarization field in Eq. �13� is difficult

to determine exactly. It is useful to select the polarization

field to be piecewise constant as follows:

��x� = �
r=1

N

��r��x���r�. �17�

Using f �r�= ��r� and the fact that the average of a tensor B

over phase r is given by �B��r�= ����r��x� / f �r��B�, it follows

from Eqs. �14� and �15� that �H��r� is given by

�H��r� = H0 −
1

f �r��
s=1

N

A�rs� · ��s�, �18�

where the tensor A�rs� depends only on the microstructure of

the heterogeneous medium and on ��0�,

A�rs� =��
V

��r��x�	��s��x�� − f �s�
��0��x,x��dV��
�r,s = 1, . . . ,N� . �19�

If the distribution of the phases has no long-range order,

the finite body kernel in Eq. �15� can be replaced by the

corresponding kernel constructed from the infinite body

Green’s function.22 Therefore the kernel now becomes a

function of �x−x�� only. This replacement is adopted hence-

forth. Thus, using Eqs. �15� and �17� and the fact that the

average of ��0�� is zero 	cf. Eq. �14�
, Eq. �13� becomes
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W̃H�H0� �
1

2
H0 · ��0� · H0 + ��� · H0

−
1

2
�
r=1

N

f �r���r� · 	���r� − ��0��−1 · ��r�


−
1

2
�
r=1

N

�
s=1

N

��r� · A�rs� · ��s�, �20�

where ���=�r=1
N f �r���r�. The above estimate may be optimized

over the polarization fields ��r� �r=1, . . . ,N� to give

W̃H�H0� �
1

2H0 · ��0� · H0 +
1

2 ��� · H0, �21�

where the optimal flux polarization fields satisfy the follow-

ing relations:

���r� − ��0��−1 · ��r� +
1

f �r��
s=1

N

A�rs� · ��s� = H0 �r = 1, . . . ,N� .

�22�

The lower bound is given by Eq. �21� under the assumption

that ��0��min���r��. If, however, it is assumed ��0�

�max���r�� and the max operation is replaced by a min

operation in Eq. �11�, then we obtain an upper bound for WH

in Eq. �12�. Equations �21� and �22� still apply, except that

the sign of the inequality must be reversed in Eq. �21� to give

an upper bound for W̃H�H0�. However, if neither assumption

on ��0� is satisfied, the right-hand side of Eq. �21� still pro-

vides a variational estimate of W̃H�H0�. In all cases, the es-

timate of W̃H�H0� provided by Eqs. �21� and �22� is explicit,

except for the microstructural tensor A�rs�, which needs to be

determined for the specific class of microstructure. In the

following, we will give an estimate of the effective conduc-

tivity for ergodic heterogeneous media with prescribed two-

point correlation functions for the statistics of the distribu-

tion of centers of ellipsoidal inclusions.

B. Estimates of effective conductivities

For an ergodic heterogeneous medium consisting of inclu-

sions of N−1 different types in a homogeneous matrix, the

matrix will be denoted by the superscript 1, and its conduc-

tivity tensor and volume fraction by ��1� and f �1�, respec-

tively. The inclusions with conductivity tensor ��r� and the

volume fraction f �r� may differ in size, shape and orientation.

Let the RVE with volume V occupy the region of space �.

Assume that there are n�r� �r=2, . . . ,N−1� inclusions of type

r, the ith inclusion of type r occupies the domain �
i

�r�
in �,

and its center is at the random point x
i

�r��i=1, . . . ,n�r��. Let

�
i

�r��x� be the characteristic function of the reference inclu-

sion �
i

�r� 	�
i

�r��x�=1 if x��
i

�r�
and 0 otherwise
. It follows

that the characteristic function of phase r is24

��r��x� = �
�

	�i
�r��x − z���r��z�
dz , �23�

where ��r��z�=�i=1
n

�r�
��z−x

i

�r��. Define the two-point correla-

tion function of finding simultaneously phase r at x and

phase s at x� as

p�rs��x,x�� = ���r��x���s��x��� , �24�

where statistical homogeneity has been assumed, so that

p�rs��x ,x��= p�rs��x−x��. It should be mentioned that �A�rs�� is

symmetric in the superscripts r and s due to the assumption

of statistical homogeneity and the fact that ��0��x�=	�0�

�−x�. Moreover, the symmetry of �A�rs�� ensures correspond-

ing symmetry of �̄.

In particular, for N-phase heterogeneous media consisting

of N−1 types of ellipsoidal inclusions, distributed with ellip-

soidal symmetry in the matrix �i.e., phase 1�, the microstruc-

tural tensor A�rs� in Eq. �19� can be simplified. Analogous to

the work of Ponte Castañeda and Willis24 for the elasticity

problem, assume that the two-point correlation function has

ellipsoidal symmetry, i.e., p�rs��x�= p�rs��Z
d

�rs�
·x� for some

constant, symmetric tensor Z
d

�rs�
, which defines a distribution

ellipsoid, �
d

�rs�
= �x : Z

d

�rs�
·x2
1�. The symmetry require-

ment means Z
d

�rs�
should be symmetric in the superscripts r

and s, so that �
d

�rs�
=�

d

�sr�
. Furthermore, it is assumed that the

phases do not overlap. Likewise, if the inclusions are as-

sumed to be of ellipsoidal shape, i.e., �
i

�r�
= �x : Z

i

�r�
·x2
1�,

�r=2, . . . ,N ; i=1, . . . ,n�r�� then �A�rs�� for this kind of het-

erogeneous medium can be expressed as

�A�rs�� = f �r���rsEi
�r� − f �s�Ed

�rs�� �r,s = 2, . . . ,N� , �25�

where tensors E
i

�r�
and E

d

�rs�
are associated with the inclusion

and distribution shape tensors Z
i

�r�
and Z

d

�rs�
, respectively, and

E
i

�r�
can be expressed as22

Ei
�r� =

1

4�Zi
�r�
�

�=1

C�0�����Zi
�r��−1 · �−3dS��� , �26�

where the integration is performed over the unit sphere �
=1, C

mn

�0����=F�m�n, and F=1/
kl

�0�
�k�l, and �p is the compo-

nent of the unit vector. E
d

�rs�
is given by an expression analo-

gous to Eq. �26� with Z
i

�r�
replaced by Z

d

�rs�
. It is noted that

the inverses of the eigenvalues of Z
i

�s�
and Z

d

�rs�
are the semi-

axes of the ellipsoidal inclusion and the distribution ellip-

soid, respectively. Ponte Castañeda and Willis24 obtained an

expression similar to Eq. �25� for the elasticity problem. De-

tails of the procedure for obtaining Eq. �25� can be found in

the work of Ponte Castañeda and Willis.24

For the ergodic heterogeneous medium under consider-

ation, a good choice for the comparison material is the ma-

trix material itself ���0�=��1��, so that the polarization field

vanishes exactly in the matrix phase. In this case, Eqs. �22�
and �25� lead to
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	���r� − ��1��−1 + Ei
�r�
 · ��r� − �

s=2

N

f �s�Ed
�rs� · ��s� = H0

�r = 2, . . . ,N� . �27�

Substituting � �r��r=2, . . . ,N� from Eq. �27� into Eq. �21�
gives an estimate of the effective conductivity tensor �̄.

Such an estimate will be a lower bound, if the matrix hap-

pens to be the lowest conducting phase in the heterogeneous

medium, and an upper bound, if the matrix is the highest

conducting phase. On the other hand, if the matrix is neither

the lowest nor the highest conducting phase, the estimate

will be neither an upper bound nor a lower bound, but will be

simply an estimate of �̄.

In particular, when the distribution of the inclusions is

taken to be the same for all inclusion pairs, i.e., E
d

�rs�
=Ed, for

r ,s=2, . . . ,N, relatively simple expressions are obtained for

the effective conductivity �̄. In the following, Ed and E
i

�r�

will be expressed by the geometrical factor tensors S�V� and

S�r� of the distribution ellipsoid and the rth ellipsoidal inclu-

sion, respectively. Tensors S�V� and S�r� are analogous to the

Eshelby tensor for elasticity,26 and we can obtain S�V� and

S�r� for the anisotropic medium following the works of

Willis,22 and Hatta and Taya.27 When an ellipsoidal domain

with uniform eigenintensity field H* exists in an infinite ma-

trix, the flux field q is expressed as q=��1� · �H−H*�, where

H is the intensity field caused by H*. For steady state con-

duction �� ·q=0�, the differential equation � · 	��1� · �H
−H*�
=0 can be obtained. By using a mathematical treat-

ment similar to that used for deriving the fourth-order Es-

helby tensor for elastically anisotropic medium,28 the

second-order tensor S�r� can be obtained as

S�r� =
a1

�r�a2
�r�a3

�r�

4�
�

�=1

C�0���� · ��1�

�3
dS��� �28�

where �2= �a
1

�r��2�1
2+ �a

2

�r��2�2
2+ �a

3

�r��2�3
2 and a

1

�r�
, a

2

�r�
, and a

3

�r�

denote the semi-axes of the rth ellipsoidal inclusion. S�V� is

given by an expression analogous to Eq. �28� with a
i

�r� �i
=1,2 ,3�replaced by a

i

�V�
. S�V� and S�r� for various ellipsoids

are given in the Appendix. From Eqs. �26� and �28�, the

relations between Ed and S�V�, E
i

�r�
and S�r�, can be obtained

as

Ed = S�V� · ���1��−1, Ei
�r� = S�r� · ���1��−1. �29�

Therefore, the effective conductivity �̄ for an N-phase het-

erogeneous medium consisting of N−1 types of ellipsoidal

inclusions, distributed with ellipsoidal symmetry in the ma-

trix �phase 1�, can be obtained from Eqs. �21�, �27�, and �29�,

�̄ = ��1� + ��1� · ���
r=2

N

T�r��−1

− S�V��−1

�30�

in which

T�r� = f �r�	���r� − ��1��−1 · ��1� + S�r�
−1. �31�

Equations �30� and �31� are the basic equations for predicting

the effective conductivities of the heterogeneous medium.

These equations are the counterparts of Eqs. �3.20� and

�3.21� in the paper of Ponte Castañeda and Willis for elastic-
ity problems.24

If all ellipsoidal inclusions have the same shape and are
aligned in the same direction, and the shape and orientation
of the distribution ellipsoid are identical to those of the el-
lipsoidal inclusions, i.e., S�V�=S�r�, then Eqs. �30� and �31�
reduce to the results given by the Mori-Tanaka method
�MTM�.29 If the inclusions and the distribution ellipsoid are
spherical in shape, Eqs. �30� and �31� reduce to the results
given by the Mori-Tanaka method for a heterogeneous me-
dium containing randomly distributed spherical inclusions.29

To explore the present scheme further, the effective con-
ductivity tensor in Eq. �30� is expanded in terms of the vol-
ume fraction of the inclusions

�̄ = ��1� + ��1� · ��
r=2

N

T�r� + ��
r=2

N

T�r�� · S�V� · ��
r=2

N

T�r���
+ O	�f �r��3
 . �32�

Equation �32�, together with Eq. �31�, shows that the shape
of the inclusions affects �̄ through the tensor S�r� to the first
order in the volume fraction of the inclusions, whereas the
corresponding shape of the distribution ellipsoid is seen to
affect �̄ through S�V� to the second order in the volume frac-
tion of the inclusions. If the terms higher than the first order
in the volume fraction of the inclusions are ignored, Eq. �32�
reduces to the results of Shafiro and Kachanov.16 Equation
�32�, with the first and the second terms retained on the right-
hand side, can therefore be regarded as the generalization of
the Maxwell formula to media containing multiple inclu-
sions, which takes into account the effect of the orientation
of the inclusions. Detailed discussion is given below in
Sec. IV.

It should be noted that for consistency with the assump-
tion of impenetrability of the inclusions, the volume fraction
of the inclusions should be in a safe range at given aspect
ratios of the ellipsoidal inclusions. Ponte Castañeda and
Willis.24 have stated this for the elasticity problem, and this
restriction on the volume fraction is also applicable to the
present conduction problem. Furthermore, when the spatial
correlations of inclusion locations are of ellipsoidal forms,
the shape of the inclusion is independent of that of the dis-
tribution ellipsoid.

IV. HETEROGENEOUS MEDIA WITH MULTIPLE

INCLUSIONS

A. Aligned ellipsoidal inclusions

If a heterogeneous medium contains aligned ellipsoidal

inclusions whose semi-axes are parallel to the axes of x, y,

and z of the global reference frame, respectively, and the

shape of the distribution is also ellipsoidal, then the effective

principal conductivities of the medium are obtained from

Eqs. �30� and �31�, i.e.,

̄ j = �1� + �1����
r=2

N

f �r�A j
�r�

�r� − �1�

�1� �−1

− S j j
�V��−1

�no sum over j� , �33�

where j=x ,y ,z, S
j j

�V�
is given by Eq. �A1�, and A

j

�r�
are given

by
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A j
�r� = �1 + S j j

�r� �
�r� − �1��

�1� �−1

, j = x,y,z �no sum over j� .

�34�

In particular, if a heterogeneous medium contains aligned

spheroidal inclusions and the inclusions also have a spheroi-

dal distribution aligned with the inclusions, the effective

conductivity property will be transversely isotropic. In this

case, define shape parameters g�r� �g�r�=2S
11

�r�
=2S

22

�r�� and

g�V� �g�V�=2S
11

�V�
=2S

22

�V�� for the spheroidal inclusion and the

distribution spheroid. Then, the transverse conductivity ̄T of

the heterogeneous medium is

̄T = �1� + �1����
r=2

N

f �r�� �1�

�r� − �1� +
g�r�

2
�−1�−1

−
g�V�

2
�−1

�35�

and the longitudinal conductivity ̄L is

̄L = �1� + �1����
r=2

N

f �r�� �1�

�r� − �1� + 1 − g�r��−1�−1

− 1 + g�V��−1

. �36�

For insulating inclusions ��r�=0�, Eqs. �35� and �36� reduce

to

̄T = �1� − �1����
r=2

N

f �r��1 −
g�r�

2
�−1�−1

+
g�V�

2
�−1

,

�37�

̄L = �1� − �1����
r=2

N
f �r�

g�r��−1

+ 1 − g�V��−1

, �38�

and for superconducting inclusions ��r�
→��,

̄T = �1� + �1����
r=2

N
2f �r�

g�r� �−1

−
g�V�

2
�−1

, �39�

̄L = �1� + �1����
r=2

N
f �r�

1 − g�r��−1

− 1 + g�V��−1

. �40�

For a heterogeneous medium containing aligned circular

cracks �a
3

�r�
→0, ��r�=1�, it follows from Eq. �31�,

�
r=2

N

T�r� = −
8

3V
�
r=2

N

	�a�r��3e3 � e3
 = −
8

3
� , �41�

where �= �1/V��r=2
N 	�a�r��3e3 � e3
 is the symmetric crack

density tensor of the second order for the circular cracks,16

and e3 is the unit vector normal to the cracks. Therefore, the

effective conductivities of the heterogeneous medium con-

taining aligned circular cracks are

̄T = �1�, ̄L = �1� − �1���8�

3
�−1

+ 1 − g�V��−1

,

�42�

in which �=tr�= �1/V��r=2
N �a�r��3 is the scalar crack

density.16

It is seen from Eqs. �32� and �33� that at low volume

fractions, when the terms higher than the second order in the

volume fraction f �r� of the inclusions can be ignored, the

effective principal conductivities of heterogeneous media

containing multiple aligned ellipsoidal inclusions can be ex-

pressed as

̄ j = �1� + �
r=2

N

f �r�A j
�r���r� − �1��

+ �1���
r=2

N

f �r�A j
�r�

�r� − �1�

�1� �2

S j j
�V� �no sum over j� ,

�43�

where j=x ,y ,z, and A
j

�r�
is given by Eq. �34�. If the terms

higher than the first order in the volume fraction of the in-

clusions are ignored, Eq. �43� reduces to Eqs. �2� and �14� in

the paper of Shafiro and Kachanov.16

For a three-phase heterogeneous medium containing

aligned ellipsoidal inclusions �with volume fraction f �2�� and

spherical inclusions �with volume fraction f �3��, Eq. �43� be-

comes

̄ j = �1� + f �2���2� − �1��A j
�2� +

3f �3��1�

2�1� + �3� �
�3� − �1��

+ � f �2���2� − �1��A j
�2� +

3f �3��1�

2�1� + �3� �
�3� − �1���2 S j j

�V�

�1�

�no sum over j� , �44�

where A
j

�2�
is given by Eq. �34�, and the superscript “2” de-

notes a quantity related to the ellipsoidal inclusions. For a

two-phase heterogeneous medium containing aligned ellip-

soidal inclusions �with volume fraction f �2��, Eq. �44� with

only the first and the second terms retained on the right-hand

side reduces to Eq. �10� in the paper of Giordano,14 i.e., to

the Maxwell formula for aligned ellipsoids with the same

shape and conductivity. Therefore, Eq. �43� with the first and

the second terms retained on the right-hand side can be re-

garded as the generalized Maxwell formula for aligned mul-

tiple ellipsoids.

B. Randomly oriented and distributed ellipsoidal inclusions

A heterogeneous medium containing randomly oriented

and distributed ellipsoids is isotropic. Therefore, the shape of

the distribution ellipsoid should be spherical. In this case,

T�r� in Eq. �31� can be expressed as

T�r� = h�r�I �45�

in which I is the second order identity tensor in three-

dimensional space, and h�r� is
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h�r� =
1

3
f �r���r�

�1� − 1��A1
�r� + A2

�r� + A3
�r�� , �46�

where A
j

�r� �j=1,2 ,3� is given by Eq. �34�. Therefore, the

isotropic effective conductivity in Eq. �30� is given by

̄ = �1� + �1����
r=2

N

h�r��−1

−
1

3
�−1

. �47�

For randomly oriented spheroids of general aspect ratio ��r�,

h�r� in Eq. �47� can be expressed as

h�r� =
1

3
f �r��2� �1�

�r� − �1� +
g�r�

2
�−1

+ � �1�

�r� − �1� + 1 − g�r��−1� . �48�

For insulating spheroidal inclusions ��r�=0�, Eq. �48� re-

duces to

h�r� = −
1

3
f �r�� 4

2 − g�r� +
1

g�r�� , �49�

and for superconducting spheroidal inclusions ��r�
→��

h�r� =
1

3
f �r�� 4

g�r� +
1

1 − g�r�� . �50�

The isotropic effective conductivity for spherical inclusions

without limit on the conductivity contrast between the inclu-

sions and the matrix is

̄ = �1� + �1����
r=2

N

3f �r� �r� − �1�

�r� + 2�1��−1

−
1

3
�−1

. �51�

In the case of insulating spherical inclusions,

̄ = �1� − �1���3

2
�
r=2

N

f �r��−1

+
1

3
�−1

, �52�

and in the case of superconducting spherical inclusions,

̄ = �1� + �1���3�
r=2

N

f �r��−1

−
1

3
�−1

. �53�

For randomly oriented circular cracks, the isotropic effective

conductivity is expressed in terms of the usual crack density

parameter � as

̄ = �1� − �1���8

9
��−1

+
1

3
�−1

. �54�

It can be seen from Eqs. �32� and �47� that if the terms

higher than the second order in the volume fraction of the

inclusions are ignored, the effective conductivities of hetero-

geneous media containing multiple randomly oriented and

distributed ellipsoidal inclusions can be expressed as

̄ = �1� + �1��
r=2

N

h�r� +
�1�

3
��

r=2

N

h�r��2

. �55�

If the terms higher than the first order in the volume fraction

of the inclusions are ignored, Eq. �55� reduces to the corre-

sponding formula in paper of Shafiro and Kachanov.16

For a three-phase heterogeneous medium containing ran-

domly oriented ellipsoidal inclusions �with volume fraction

f �2�� and spherical inclusions �with volume fraction f �3��, Eq.

�55� reduces to

̄ = �1� + �1��h�2� + 3f �3� �3� − �1�

2�1� + �3��
+

�1�

3
�h�2� + 3f �3� �3� − �1�

2�1� + �3��2

, �56�

where h�2� is given by Eq. �46�, and the superscript “2” de-

notes a quantity related to the ellipsoidal inclusions. For a

two-phase heterogeneous medium containing randomly ori-

ented ellipsoidal inclusions �with volume fraction f �2��, Eq.

�56� with only the first and the second terms retained on the

right-hand side reduces to Eq. �25� in the paper of

Giordano,14 i.e., to the Maxwell formula for randomly ori-

ented ellipsoids with the same shape and conductivity.

Therefore, Eq. �55� with only the first and the second terms

retained on the right-hand side can be regarded as the gen-

eralized Maxwell formula for randomly oriented and distrib-

uted multiple ellipsoids.

C. Inclusions with orientational distributions

For simplicity, we consider a dispersion of spheroidal in-

clusions embedded in a homogeneous matrix and focus on

the analysis of the effect of their orientational distribution on

the effective conductivity of the heterogeneous medium. The

heterogeneous medium is subjected to a uniform intensity

field H0�H0x ,H0y ,H0z�. Now consider a single spheroidal in-

clusion in the heterogeneous medium. The local coordinate

system �x1 ,y1 ,z1� is used to describe this spheroidal inclu-

sion with the axis z1 directed along its axis of symmetry.

Without loss of generality, we let the local axis y1 lie in the

global xy plane; thus the orientation of this spheroid is de-

fined by angles � and � as shown in Fig. 1. The three semi-

axes a1, a2, and a3 are aligned with the coordinate axes x1,

y1, and z1. e1, e2, and e3 are the unit vectors along the three

semi-axes of the spheroid, and ex, ey, and ez are the unit base

vectors of the global coordinate system �x ,y ,z� �Fig. 1�.
Thus, e3 along the axis of symmetry of the rth spheriod in

terms of the two angles �� 	0,� /2
 and �� 	0,2�
 �Fig. 1�
can be expressed as

e3 = sin � cos �ex + sin � sin �ey + cos �ez. �57�

For convenience, T�r� in Eq. �31� for a spheroidal inclu-

sion is rewritten as

T�r� = k1
�r�I + k2

�r�e3 � e3 �58�

in which
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k1
�r� = f �r�� �1�

�r� − �1� +
g�r�

2
�−1

, �59�

k2
�r� = f �r��� �1�

�r� − �1� + 1 − g�r��−1

− � �1�

�r� − �1� +
g�r�

2
�−1� .

�60�

Introduce a probability density function D�� ,�� of the inclu-

sion orientations, which is subjected to the condition

�0
2��0

�/2D�� ,��sin �d�d�=1. Assume that there is no corre-

lation between the shape and orientation of the ellipsoidal

inclusions �i.e., the RVE contains a sufficiently large number

of inclusions�. Then the following expression can be ob-

tained from Eq. �58�:

�
r=2

N

T�r� = �k1
�r��I + �k2

�r���
0

2� �
0

�/2

e3 � e3D��,��sin �d�d�

�61�

in which

�k1
�r�� = �

r=2

N

k1
�r�, �k2

�r�� = �
r=2

N

k2
�r�. �62�

D�� ,��=���� �where � is the Dirac function� corresponds to

aligned inclusions. D�� ,��=const corresponds to randomly

oriented inclusions. We now consider several orientational

distributions by specifying the probability density D�� ,��
�D��� that does not depend on angle � and assume that the

inclusions have a spheroidal distribution aligned with the

global z axis. Then the heterogeneous medium is transversely

isotropic and Eq. �61� can be expressed in the following

form:

�
r=2

N

T�r� = �k1
�r��I + �k2

�r��	R1�ex � ex + ey � ey� + R2ez � ez
 ,

�63�

where R1 and R2 are two constants related to the probability

density function D���. Thus, the transversely isotropic effec-

tive conductivities for this kind of distribution 	D�� ,��
�D���
 can be obtained from Eqs. �30� and �63�, i.e.,

̄T = �1� + �1����k1
�r�� + R1�k2

�r���−1 −
g�V�

2
�−1

, �64�

̄L = �1� + �1�	��k1
�r�� + R2�k2

�r���−1 − 1 + g�V�
−1. �65�

If D�� ,�� in Eq. �61� has the cosine form, i.e., D�� ,��
=cos �, then R1=1/4 ,R2=1/2. If D�� ,�� in Eq. �61� has the

sine form, i.e., D�� ,��=sin �, then, R1=3/8 ,R2=1/4.

Consider an orientational distribution that is intermediate

between the random and the aligned ones, for example, the

probability density function D�� ,��,16

D��,�� =
1

2�
	��2 + 1�e−�� + �e−��/2
 . �66�

The orientational distribution density D�� ,�� in Eq. �66� can

cover several orientations: �a� the random orientation, which

corresponds to �=0; �b� the aligned orientation, which cor-

responds to �=�; �c� the slightly-perturbed aligned orienta-

tions; and �d� the weakly expressed orientational preference.

Equations �61�, �63�, and �66� lead to

R1 =
18 − ���2 + 3�e−��/2

6��2 + 9�
, R2 =

��2 + 3��3 + �e−��/2�
3��2 + 9�

.

�67�

It is seen from Eqs. �64�, �65�, and �67� that the shapes,

distributions, and orientations of the inclusions are character-

ized by parameters g�r�, g�V�, and � for the considered het-

erogeneous medium. If we let �=0 and g�V�=2/3, Eqs. �64�,
�65�, and �67� reduce to Eqs. �47� and �48� for the random

orientation; if we let �=�, they reduce to Eqs. �35� and �36�
for the aligned orientation.

According to Shafiro and Kachanov,16 a large value of �
corresponds to the case of a slightly perturbed aligned orien-

tation, in which case Eq. �67� becomes

R1 �
3

�2
, R2 � 1 −

6

�2
. �68�

A small value of � corresponds to the case of a weakly

expressed orientational preference, and Eq. �67� becomes

R1 �
1

3
−

�

18
, R2 =

1

3
+

�

9
. �69�

It is noted that Eq. �68� for the slightly perturbed aligned

orientation contains 1/�2 and no terms linear in 1/�. This

indicates low sensitivity of the effective conductivities to de-

viations from the strictly aligned orientations. In contrast,

Eq. �69� for weakly expressed orientational preference is lin-

FIG. 1. Transformation between local coordinate system

�x1 ,y1 ,z1� and global coordinate system �x ,y ,z�.
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ear in �, indicating a high sensitivity of the conductivities to

nonrandomness.16

The effective conductivities of heterogeneous media con-

taining spheroidal inclusions with orientational distributions

considered in this section can also be expanded in terms of

the volume fraction f �r�. If the terms higher than the second

order in the volume fraction of the inclusions are ignored,

Eqs. �64� and �65� can be expressed as

̄T = �1� + �1���k1
�r�� + R1�k2

�r��� +
�1�g�V�

2
��k1

�r�� + R1�k2
�r���2,

�70�

̄L = �1� + �1���k1
�r�� + R2�k2

�r���

+ �1��1 − g�V����k1
�r�� + R2�k2

�r���2. �71�

If the terms higher than the first order in the volume fraction

of the inclusions are ignored, Eqs. �70� and �71� reduce to

Eq. �46� in the paper of Shafiro and Kachanov.16 Like the

formulas for aligned and randomly oriented inclusions, Eqs.

�70� and �71� with the respective third terms neglected on

their right-hand sides can be regarded as the generalized

Maxwell formulas for multiple spheroidal inclusions with

orientational distributions. Therefore, Eqs. �43�, �55�, �70�,
and �71� with the respective third terms neglected on their

right-hand sides can be regarded as the generalized Maxwell

formulas for aligned, randomly oriented, and orientational

multiple inclusions. These results have the same degree of

accuracy as those of Eqs. �1�, �2�, �10�, and �25� in the paper

of Giordano14 for spheres, circular cylinders, aligned ellip-

soids, and randomly oriented ellipsoids. Thus Maxwell’s

theory is extended to cover a much wider range.

D. Cavities and cracks

Heterogeneous media containing cavities and cracks ex-

hibit peculiar properties and thus deserve special attention.

Here, we consider first a heterogeneous medium containing

aligned spheroidal cavities and parallel circular cracks; the

cavities and cracks have the same spheroidal distribution.

Such a heterogeneous medium will be transversely isotropic.

The transversely isotropic conductivities can be obtained

from Eqs. �37�, �38�, and �42�,

̄T = �1� − �1����
r=2

M

f �r��1 −
g�r�

2
�−1�−1

+
g�V�

2
�−1

,

�72�

̄L = �1� − �1����
r=2

M
f �r�

g�r� +
8

3
��−1

+ 1 − g�V��−1

, �73�

where M is the phase number of the spheroidal cavities and

�= �1/V��r=2
P �a�r��3 is the scalar crack density of the circular

cracks of P kinds.

For a heterogeneous medium with spherical cavities and

parallel circular cracks of the same size, Eqs. �72� and �73�
reduce to

̄T = �1� − �1�� 2

3fs

+
g�V�

2
�−1

, �74�

̄L = �1� − �1���3

2
fs +

8

3
��−1

+ 1 − g�V��−1

, �75�

where fs is the volume fraction of the spherical cavities.

Next we consider a heterogeneous medium containing

randomly oriented and distributed spheroidal cavities and

circular cracks. The isotropic conductivity can be obtained

from Eqs. �47�, �49�, and �54�,

̄ = �1� − �1���1

3
�
r=2

M

f �r�� 4

2 − g�r� +
1

g�r�� +
8

9
��−1

+
1

3
�−1

.

�76�

For a heterogeneous medium containing spherical cavities

and circular cracks, Eq. �76� reduces to

̄ = �1� − �1���3

2
fs +

8

9
��−1

+
1

3
�−1

. �77�

In the following, we shall illustrate the predictions of the

present scheme for various kinds of heterogeneous medium

and compare the predictions with those of other schemes and

with experiments.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Conductivities of two-phase heterogeneous media

Weber et al.30,31 measured the effective electrical conduc-

tivity of a heterogeneous medium containing randomly ori-

ented nonconducting angular or equiaxed inclusions. In their

paper, they approximated the angular inclusions by oblate

spheroids with aspect ratio 3.634 and gave the theoretical

predictions using the generalized self-consistent method,32

the Mori-Tanaka method �MTM�,29 and the differential

method �DM�.31 The comparison between the theoretical and

experimental results shows that the MTM overestimates sig-

nificantly the effective electrical conductivity, the GSCM

overestimates it slightly, and the differential method agrees

well with the experimental data.31 Both the GSCM and the

differential method are implicit. Here, we compare the theo-

retical predictions obtained from the present scheme with the

above-mentioned theoretical and experimental ones, and the

comparison is shown in Fig. 2. In the present scheme, the

distribution of the inclusions is taken as spherical. It can be

seen from Fig. 2 that the present simple and explicit predic-

tion agrees well with the experimental data. However, for the

heterogeneous medium containing nonconducting equiaxed

inclusions whose shape can be treated as close to spherical,

the effective conductivity obtained by the present scheme,

which is equal to that predicted by MTM,29 GSCM,32 and

Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound,17 is slightly higher than the

experimental data �cf. Fig. 3 in the paper of Weber et al.31�.
Next, we illustrate the present scheme on heterogeneous

media containing randomly oriented spheroidal inclusions or

aligned spheroidal inclusions. For the former isotropic me-

dium, the effective conductivities obtained by the Hashin-
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Shtrikman bounds,17 by Giordano,14 and by the present
scheme are shown in Fig. 3. The parameters used for the
numerical calculations are ��2�=0.2,1 ,2 and �2�=10�1�.
The results obtained from the present scheme are close to
those of Giordano14 in the range f �2�=0–0.5, and they are
both within the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. It is noted that the
present scheme coincides with the Hashin-Shtrikman lower
bound for ��2�=1. For the latter heterogeneous medium with
aligned spheroidal inclusions, in the numerical calculations,
we assume that the inclusions have a spheroidal distribution
aligned with the inclusions, and the aspect ratio of the distri-
bution spheroid is the same as that of the inclusions. We
consider the aspect ratios ��2�=10,0.1, with �2�=10�1�.
The transverse and longitudinal conductivities obtained by
Giordano14 and the present scheme are shown in Figs. 4 and

5. It can be seen that the results predicted by the present

scheme and those by Giordano14 are fairly close in the range

f �2�=0–1.

From Figs. 2–5, it can be seen that the effective conduc-

tivities obtained by the scheme proposed here agree well

with the experimental results and those predicted by

Giordano14 for two-phase heterogeneous media containing

randomly oriented spheroidal inclusions �Figs. 2 and 3�, and

two-phase heterogeneous media containing aligned spheroi-

dal inclusions �Figs. 4 and 5�. Thus, in contrast to the method

of Shafiro and Kachanov,16 the present scheme can be ap-

plied to large volume fractions; in contrast to that of

Giordano,14 the present scheme can be applied to heteroge-

neous media containing multiple inclusions. The results are

always explicit and simple to use.

B. Conductivities of three-phase heterogeneous media

We illustrate next the present scheme on a heterogeneous

medium with aligned ellipsoidal inclusions �f �2�=0.4, �2�

=10�1�� and spherical inclusions �f �3�=0.05, �3�=5�1��.
The shape and orientation of the distribution ellipsoid are

taken the same as those of the ellipsoidal inclusions. Thus

the material has three principal conductivities ̄x /�1�,

̄y /�1�, and ̄z /�1�. The variations of ̄x /�1�, ̄y /�1�, and

FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental data of the effective

electrical conductivity of a heterogeneous medium containing ran-

domly oriented angular nonconducting inclusions with theoretical

predictions given by the GSCM, MTM, the differential method

�DM�, and the present scheme. The discrete points in the figure

denote the experimental data for inclusions of different sizes; f �2� is

the volume fraction of the randomly oriented nonconducting angu-

lar inclusions.

FIG. 3. Effective conductivities of heterogeneous media con-

taining randomly oriented spheroidal inclusions with different as-

pect ratios and �2�=10�1� as functions of the volume fraction f �2�

of the inclusions. Lines without symbols denote the results obtained

by the present scheme, lines with symbols denote those of

Giordano.14

FIG. 4. Transverse conductivities of heterogeneous media con-

taining aligned spheroidal inclusions with different aspect ratios and

�2�=10�1� as functions of the volume fraction f �2� of the

inclusions.

FIG. 5. Longitudinal conductivities of heterogeneous media

containing aligned spheroidal inclusions with different aspect ratios

and �2�=10�1� as functions of the volume fraction f �2� of the

inclusions.
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̄z /�1� with aspect ratios ��2� and ��2� are shown in Fig. 6. In

the figure, point A, where ��2�=1 and ��2�=1, corresponds to

a mixture of two kinds of sphere with different conductivi-

ties, so that the three principal conductivities are equal and

given by Eq. �51�; point B, where ��2�=1 and ��2�=0, corre-

sponds to a mixture of spheres and aligned circular cylinders,

and the two conductivities along the x and y axes can be

obtained from Eq. �35�, and that along the z axis from

Eq. �36�.

C. Conductivities of media with cavities and cracks

Finally, we will illustrate the present scheme on heteroge-

neous media with cracks and cavities and will compare the

results with those of Shafiro and Kachanov.16 The first het-

erogeneous medium we study contains randomly oriented

and distributed oblate cavities of the same size; the effective

conductivity is given by Eqs. �47� and �49�. In order to com-

pare with the results of Shafiro and Kachanov,16 we use the

crack density � to express the volume fraction f �r� 	f �r�

=4�� / �3��r��
. The numerical results for two aspect ratios

��2�=10 and ��2�=� are shown in Fig. 7 as functions of the

crack density �. The results predicted by the present scheme

are lower than those of Shafiro and Kachanov16 for the same

crack density. The reason is that the interactions among the

cavities are taken into account by the present scheme. The

second medium we study contains aligned circular cracks

and spherical cavities. In this case, the considered medium is

transversely isotropic, and the effective conductivity is given

by Eqs. �74� and �75� and depends on the shape of the dis-

tribution spheroid. Thus, we examine six different distribu-

tion spheroids with aspect ratios ranging from ��V�=0.001 to

��V�=1000. The numerical results of ̄T / ̄L are shown in Fig.

8. It can be seen that the prediction of Shafiro and

Kachanov16 is close to that given by the present scheme at

��V�=1/3 and ��V�=1/2. When the distribution ellipsoid

tends to the oblate shape, the results predicted by the present

scheme deviate greatly from those of Shafiro and

Kachanov.16

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A scheme is presented to predict the effective conductivi-

ties of heterogeneous media containing inclusions of various

shapes, spatial distributions, and orientations. This scheme

leads to completely explicit formulas for the effective con-

ductivities in terms of three microstructural parameters char-

acterizing the shape, distribution, and orientation of the in-

clusions, respectively. By expanding the conductivity tensor

in terms of the volume fraction of the inclusions, it is shown

that the effect of the shape of the distribution ellipsoid on the

effective conductivity tensor is of higher order than the effect

of the shape of the inclusions. If the terms higher than the

first order in the volume fraction of the inclusion are ignored,

the present scheme reduces to the noninteraction scheme of

Shafiro and Kachanov.16 The present scheme generalizes the

Maxwell formula to heterogeneous media containing mul-

tiple inclusions with consideration of the orientation of the

inclusions. Thus, some existing formulas in the literature are

shown to be the special cases of the formulas given by the

present scheme. The predicted effective conductivities of

heterogeneous media containing aligned ellipsoidal inclu-

FIG. 6. Effective principal conductivities ̄ j /�1� �j=x ,y ,z� of a

heterogeneous medium containing aligned ellipsoidal inclusions

�f �2�=0.4, �2�=10�1�� and spherical inclusions �f �3�=0.05, �3�

=5�1�� �x axis, solid line; y axis, dashed line; z axis, dashed line

with dots�. The three families of curves ̄ j /�1� �j=x ,y ,z� have

been plotted versus parameters ��2� and ��2� ���2�

=0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1 in each family of curves�.

FIG. 7. Effective conductivity of a heterogeneous medium with

randomly oriented oblate cavities as a function of the crack density

�. Lines without symbols denote the results obtained by the present

scheme, and those with symbols denote the results of Shafiro and

Kachanov.16

FIG. 8. Effective conductivity of a heterogeneous medium con-

taining spherical cavities and parallel circular cracks ��=0.05� as a

function of volume fraction f �2� of the spherical cavities; ��V� de-

notes the aspect ratio of the distribution spheroid.
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sions, randomly oriented ellipsoidal inclusions, spheroidal

inclusions with orientational distributions, and mixtures of

cavities and cracks are found to agree well with experimental

results and predictions of other schemes. It is emphasized

that in this paper, we only consider ergodic heterogeneous

media, i.e., statistically homogeneous media. The present

scheme cannot predict the effective conductivity close to the

percolation threshold.
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APPENDIX: TENSORS S„r… AND S„V…

For the sake of completeness, we will give the nonvanish-

ing components of S�r� and S�V� for general ellipsoids. The

results are expressed in terms of elliptic integrals and have

been derived under the assumptions 0
a1
a2
a3, 0
�
=a1 /a2
1, and 0
�=a2 /a3
1. For brevity, we drop the

superscripts �r� and �V�. The final expressions for S11, S22,

and S33 are, respectively,

S11 =
1

1 − �2
−

�

�1 − �2��1 − �2�2
E��,�� ,

S22 = 1 − S11 − S33,

S33 =
��2

�1 − �2��1 − �2�2
	F��,�� − E��,��
 , �A1�

in which

E��,�� = �
0

�

�1 − �2 sin2 �d�,

F��,�� = �
0

�

�1 − �2 sin2 ��−1/2d� , �A2�

where �=arcsin �1−�2�2 and �=�1−�2 /�1−�2�2.
For a spheroid, a1=a2, �=a1 /a3=a2 /a3, and the final ex-

pressions for S11, S22, and S33 are

S33 = 1 − S11 − S22,

S11 = S22 =
�2

2
�

0

+�
d�

�� + �2�2�� + 1�1/2

= �
1

2��2 − 1�3/2
��2 arctan ��2 − 1 − ��2 − 1� , � � 1,

1

4�1 − �2�3/2�2�1 − �2 − �2 ln
1 + �1 − �2

1 − �1 − �2� , � 
 1.�
�A3�

It is noted that ��1 corresponds to an oblate spheroid and
�
1 to a prolate spheroid.

For a penny-shaped inclusion, ��1, and Eq. �A3� re-
duces to

S11 = S22 =
�

4�
, S33 = 1 −

�

2�
. �A4�

For an elliptical cylinder, a3→�, �=a1 /a2, and Eq. �A3�
reduces to

S11 =
1

� + 1
, S22 =

�

� + 1
, S33 = 0. �A5�

If �=1, an elliptic cylinder reduces to a cylinder with a cir-

cular cross section, and the first two equations in Eq. �A5�
reduce to S11=S22=

1

2
. For a sphere, S11=S22=S33=

1

3
.
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